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FOREWORDS

On behalf of the committee, please allow us to say Welcome to The Fifth International Seminar on Languages and Arts (ISLA)-5, in Padang, West Sumatera. We do expect that everything is all right and our activities run well. This is the fifth one of the international seminar annually held by Faculty of Languages and Arts, Universitas Negeri Padang. It is highly believed that all members of committee and editors, as well had worked hard to read and review the papers before they were printed in the form this Proceeding. Now, it is the time for us to serve with the proceeding in order that our hard works can be read, learnt, and scientifically criticized, then. Have this proceeding help you well!

We know that the scientific-academic responsibility should be practically actualized in order that the quick development of technologies and theories on language, art, and culture are useful academic and humanistic affairs. Faculty of Languages and Arts, Universitas Negeri Padang believes that the answer for the responsibility should be drawn based on relevant academic-scientific works. Accordingly, it is on the right ‘line’ to have scientific-academic information and discussion on how to bring the technologies and theories of language, art, and culture into further researches and pedagogical applications by means of specific topics presented in the formal discussion and seminar. These are all essential and useful to build humanistic characters and honest-civil societies in this modern-global era. Therefore, Faculty of Languages and Arts, Universitas Negeri Padang, intentionally organizes The 5th International Seminar on Languages and Art (ISLA-5) under the theme: “Positioning Technology and Theories in Studies and Pedagogical Application of Language, Art, and Culture”. This international seminar aims at exploring, describing, informing, and promoting the appropriate uses of modern technologies and current theories in studies and pedagogical application of language, art, and culture. In addition, the seminar is also supposed to discuss and to draw the recommendations for better uses and appropriate application of technologies and theories in the qualified researches and in the learning on language, art, and culture.

The steering and organizing committee had kindly invited speakers for plenary sessions and had received and selected papers presented for parallel sessions from abroad and many institutions in Indonesia. We do warmly appreciate all speakers and would like to thank all participants who are attending and actively participating in this two-day seminar. This academic works and seminar cannot run well without your valuable contribution, active participation, and critical-argumentative ideas. We would like to inform you also that this seminar is one of the activities held as the Dies Natalie ceremonies in 2016. Thus, we would like to thank Rector and leaderships of Universitas Negeri Padang for valuable helps and motivation given. In addition, a lot of thank is addressed to the leadership of Bank Nagari, PT Semen Padang, PT Adhi Karya, and other sponsors which have particular and significant helps for the success of this seminar.

To all of you, once again, thank you very much for everything and have a nice seminar in this town, Padang, the capital of West Sumatera, the mother land of Minangkabaunese!

Padang, 19 October 2016
The Organizing Committee
Chairman,

Indrayuda M. Pd., Ph.D.
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LOCAL WISDOM CONTENT IN MODERN SHORT STORIES
WRITTEN BY MINANGKABAU AUTHORS

Agustina and Yasnur Asri
Universitas Negeri Padang
tien_agustina08@yahoo.com

Abstract: Minangkabau is one of the hundreds of cultures that exist in Indonesia. As a community, ethnic Minangkabau have moral teachings, values and societal norms. Those values, ethics, and behaviors regarded as a source of policy in a community’s life is called local wisdom. Literature work is a product of wisdom that is able to provide enlightenment for those who appreciate it. Literature can be defined as manifestation of one’s cultural expression and reflection. Thus, literature may enrich the life of the readers through reading, writing, listening and discussing it. It may directly or indirectly enrich life of the readers through experience enlightenment and problems issued in one work of literature as well as its solution. In this study, the Minangkabau local wisdom content can be one of guidance in life. This study is pursuant to the theory of literature sociology which regards literature as manifestation of cultural experience as well as reflection of social-cultural reality. Based on the study, it is found that the content related to the local wisdom in modern short stories written by Minangkabau authors discusses five particular local wisdom. The first one related to life philosophy of Minangkabaunese; standing for what is right and enemies will never be challenged, yet they will not be avoided when they come. The second one is local wisdom based on Minangkabaunese’s social life like giving advice, teachings, helping others, saving the earnings, taking a lesson from others’ experiences, and preserving the natural sacred surroundings. The third one is local wisdom related to local ceremony or traditional ceremony. This ceremony will be a forum for the local people to train their diplomatic skills and local cooperation. The forth is local wisdom belonging to local principles, norms, and regulations which are actuated in social system. These can be reflected to in Minangkabaunese behaviours who are always becoming hard worker, never be proud of their belongings and ability, making advantage of their natural surroundings, sharing intra-marriage system and respecting women. The fifth is local wisdom which is based on tradition, daily basis social attitude, namely; ways of living in a community, waiting for children with traditional foods, provide assistance for construction of public facilities, helping others and returning home when Ramadhan month is coming.

Keywords: Content; Local Wisdom; Modern Short Stories; Minangkabau’s Authors

A. INTRODUCTION
This article is based on the research results entitled "Local Wisdom in Modern Short Stories by Minangkabau’s Authors", which is motivated by the following four points:

First, Minangkabau culture is one of the hundreds of cultures that exist in Indonesia. As a community, ethnic Minangkabau have moral teachings, values and societal norms, as adopted by the other eastern (Djamaris, 2002: 248) that are implemented by people in everyday behavior with attitudes like respect for others, suave, humble, trustees, and resent temper, haughty and arrogant. Ethical values and behaviors so in this study serve as a source of policy called the local wisdom.

Second, there are at least three important things in literature. (1) The literary work is a reflection of life and society as well as background cultural products. Therefore, literature plays an important role in human life; because in literature there are possibilities that can be used as an alternative in addressing the issue of human life and culture, such as issues of marriage, education, inheritance, loyalty, betrayal, heroism, sadness, excitement, deception, corruptor, harshness, arbitrariness, rape rights, and others presented a writer through his work. (2) The literary work is a means to convey the vision, mission,
ideology, and the opinion of the author of something seen, felt, observed, and thought about man with all the humanitarian problems in the socio-cultural aspects. Therefore, literature always presents a picture of life (Damono, 2012: 1), including local wisdom content reflecting the culture of the communities. (3) The literary work as an imaginative creative work displays various life phenomena of the events happening in the community as a reflection of real life, at the same time the story materials was taken through the process of seeing, hearing, reading, and even self experience; then processed, flavored, and polished with a variety of imagination, forming a creative work as the new world or the world of symbols (words/language). To understand it, is necessary to interpret analysis of ideology carefully contained therein. This is called in the literary work "from words to ideology" because it is reflecting ideology as the fact of communities culture (Hoggart, 1975) so that it is the pronunciation of the cultural experience as a culture expression.

Third, studying reflection of local wisdom content in modern short stories by Minangkabau author is narration reading from past efforts undertaken at the present time, meanwhile the narration reading at the present time towards the future time. It is because mainly in the reform era, one of the phenomena is still found that there are many prevalent acts of long-standing degradation of human dignity, but has not been seriously solved. As presented by Krishna (2005: 24) that reading past narration done at the present time is like doing the colonial narration reading at the postcolonial period; and this is important to do it because the possibility of the past narration had been considered usual narrative in fact to contain a mapping history of colonial rule in it. Krisna’s view is based on the opinions of Aschroft (1983: 3) that colonialism is an active, alive, and sustainable system in a variety of institutional and discursive practices of a particular society. Thus, the possibility of traces of colonialism is still alive in Indonesian novels, but not least the novels created by Minangkabau’s ethnic author.

Fourth, literary work is a wisdom product that is able to provide enlightenment for those who appreciate so that getting inner experience from it. Human being seen from psychological point of view, has tendency to love stories because the literary work can enrich the lives of the lovers either through reading, writing, listening or discussing them. Thus, either directly or indirectly, literary work enriching the lives of its readers through the experience enlightenment and the problems occurred as well as the problem solutions.

Fifth, there are many value elements that can be explored and then being used as a model of the literary works. It can be also used as an important asset in building the character of the nation children. To achieve this, the contribution of literary works in building Indonesian people is very significant for the character building starting from the individual initial development by giving readings which is able to instill the values of kindness. In line to this study, the local wisdom content of Minangkabau can be used as guidelines in life.

Based on the five reasons mentioned above, the study of the local wisdom content in modern short stories written by Minangkabau authors is important to focus on the problems of "What are the forms of local wisdom content reflected in the modern short story of Minangkabau authors?" This assessment using a combination of theoretical text interpretation and literature sociology is to interpret and make sense specifically about the local wisdom content in modern short stories by Minangkabau author. Referring to theory Ricoerr (in Kleden 1997: 42) the text (in the modern short story works by Minangkabau author) can be used as a paradigm to understand and explain the actions and human experience; the interpretation of the text aiming is not merely to understand the meaning of the text itself, but rather to understand human existence and the world contained therein.

B. RESEARCH METHODS

This research method is a qualitative descriptive. Data of this study are word, sentence, and discourse that include local wisdom in modern short stories written by Minangkabau authors, meanwhile the object of this study is the modern short stories published by Kompas Newspaper. Selection of the object of study conducted purposively by considering (1) the focus of research of the local wisdom content on the short story, (2) the levels of the literary value of short stories, (3) popularity of the authors, (4) the viability of short stories and is always in demand by readers, and (5) the effect of short stories on Indonesian society.
The data collection is performed by using a read-note, in line with data analysis simultaneously in order to be validated by triangulation with the data sources (Moleong, 2002: 104). The research instrument is the researcher herself assisted by a table of data inventory. Data analysis techniques performed by the content analysis method and the method of reading heuristic and hermeneutic, with the aim to explore the content, messages contained on the object of research, and give meaning to the message to describe social phenomena occurred as expressed by Endraswara (2011: 160) that the analytical techniques to understand the literary works covering extrinsic elements such as moral message, educational, philosophical, religious values, and others. Data are analyzed with the following steps. (1) Reading, inventory, and identifying the motives of the story which is possibly abstracted as local wisdom content explicitly or implicitly contained in the short story. (2) Interpreting and making a creative interpretation of local wisdom content which is found in short stories. (3) Summarize all interpretation results to obtain the picture of the local wisdom content conveyed by the author through the short story. (4) Linking forms of local wisdom in the short story (fictional reality) with the public opinion (objective reality) to the events of the local wisdom content in the short story. (5) Develop a research report.

C. RESEARCH METHODS

Based on data analysis, it is found five forms of local wisdom in modern short stories by Minangkabau authors, namely basing on: (1) views of life (philosophy), (2) the attitudes of social life, advice, and endeavor, (3) ceremony or traditional ceremonies, (4) principles, norms and rules and regulations being shaped into social systems, and (d) daily habit or behavior in social interaction.

1. Wisdom Based on View of Life (Philosophy)

Local wisdom is based on a view of life (philosophy) reflected in the modern short story by Minangkabau author is (1) bravery appeared because of the truth (standing for what is right) and (2) enemies will never be challenged, yet they will not be avoided when they come.

a. Bravery appeared because of the truth

Local wisdom being bravery appeared because of the truth is revealed in the Fourth Paragraph of the short story written by Joni Syahputra, the figure of Johan making resistance movement when arbitrary treatment made by his uncles as Johan thought it is not in accordance with the guidance of traditional Minangkabau. They will mortgage the inherited wealth only to finance a campaign for being a legislative candidate, one of the members who has returned home after failing in the wandering about the country. Yet according to Tambo, the inherited wealth may be mortgaged or sold in case of three things: (1) the corpse lying in the middle of the house, meanwhile there is no money to organize the funeral; (2) the niece has to be married and already has a mate, meanwhile having no money for marriage wedding; (3) the leak longhouse (Rumah Gadang) meaning heritage house has rotted, while the clan community having no money to fix it. However, Datuk Birahin as the headman of Caniago tribe (suku caniago) adds one more paragraph, namely (4) membangkik batang tarandam (raising the immersed rod) according to them, just in case Syahbuddin as the failed (perantau) gets success to be a house representatives member, then all degrees of Tribe Caniago (suku caniago) family will arise again or be respected. However, Johan, who is a former activist at the university does not want to follow the reason for adding one more paragraph in the legend because Johan believes to sell the inherited wealth for the capital of legislative candidate campaigns is not an action justified by the Minangkabau customs; moreover, the inherited land to be sold is belonging to his mother.


Is it wrong that the resistance movement made by Johan? In accordance with Minangkabau custom, nephew must follow instructions from uncle as long as the uncle still holds to the truth, it is because the Minangkabau people build a reference in the structure by combining hierarchical institution with reference values of decency and truth as reflected in legislation or advice, namely kamanakan barajo ka mamak, mamak barajo ka pangulu, pangulu barajo ka alua jo patuik, alua jo...
patuik berajo ka nan bana, nan bana badiri sendirinyo. Conversely if uncle (mamak) acts arbitrarily, then the advice applies to Raja alim raja disembah, raja lalim raja disanggah means nephew is obliged to rectify (mamak) the uncle’s mistakes. Johan enforces the local wisdom ‘bravery because of the truth’ (standing for what is right), even though to the leader of his tribe.

b. Enemies will never be challenged, yet they will not be avoided when they come
The local wisdom is based on way of life that is ‘enemies will never be challenged, yet they will not be avoided when they come’ being reflected in the short story Pakiah Pariangan written by Gus TF Sakai. A thug commits extortion against two teenagers who were begging and getting resistance from the Pakiah

Dan, kejadian yang sebenarnya itu sangat sederhana. Seorang preman tukang palak, dengan lebih dulu menggertak, merogoh buntal salah seorang pengemis remaja. Tetapi, begitu tangan si preman masuk ke buntal, mulut si preman segera terpekik. Di dalam buntal itu, entah bagaimana caranya, tangan si preman telah dikunci oleh tangan si pengemis remaja. Si preman tukang palak itu melolong-lolong, tubuhnya tertekuk-tekuk, sampai terbungkuk-bungkuk, memohon-mohon meminta ampun agar tangannya dilepaskan.

Pakiah is the result of Surau (small prayer house in the village) education that has been applied in Minangkabau. Boys before marriage have to sleep in the Surau, where they gain knowledge about life skills, bersilat (traditional self-defense arts), speech, trade and cultivate land. So, surau is not only a place of prayer and religious study, but also as a place to sharpen the intelligence of the brain, heart and physical as well as a place of learning Silek (traditional self-defense arts) originating from the Minangkabau. Surau education is the basis for the growth of the local wisdom courage to defend themselves and establish the truth as well as a preparation for the Minangkabau youth to wander.

2. Local Wisdom Based on Social Life, Giving Advice, and Moral Lesson
a. Life shall be mutual help
Local Wisdom Based on Social Life shall be mutual help. This is reflected in the short story of Ngiang Kata Ibu karya Yusrizal KW. Figure Aku (I) always give alms to every beggar who comes to his house. This habit was transmitted by his mother since he was a child, simple living, and care for others.


b. Life shall be economized or earning shaving
Short Story of Peti Ayah dan Tiga Puluh Tahun Setelah Itu written by Farizal Sikumbang. It reflects local wisdom on liking for saving for future. Supplies storage for Minangkabau people is called Rangkiang located next to the longhouse, while the storage of the inherited wealth such as gold deposited in the box. Minangkabau people regard gold not only as jewelry, but it also functions as a deposit for backup when needed some day, and if not used, it will be the legacies.

c. Provide assistance for construction of public facilities

In the short story of Sumenda Damhuri Muhammad expressed the nature of communal Minangkabau society among others is a joint ownership. This concept is applied in the activities of public facilities by involving all levels of society in accordance with their respective capabilities.

*Orang-orang kampung kami tak henti-henti membangun surau. Tiada pernah lelah mereka menghimpun wakaf, zakat, infak, sedekah. Menggalang dana untuk mendirikan surau. Setiap musim lebaran, mereka mengetuk hati para perantau yang pulang ke kampung untuk bersenang hati ikut menyumbang. Ada yang memberikan derma dalam bentuk bahan bangunan, ada pula yang menyumbang uang tunai....*

Local wisdom helping homeland as expressed in *Cerpen* (in short stories) of Kakak Dari Rantau written by Yusrizal KW. Returning the figure of Suar to his homeland is to pay a religious visit to his mother’s grave as such for along time he has been living in rantau (other people home town), besides, he also takes time to come to Surau to show his concern for the homeland, even though he himself seldom performs religious service in the Surau.

*“Tadi, di surau, disebutkan pakai pengeras suara, ada infak 1 juta rupiah untuk pembangunan surau dari Om Suar. Wah, Aisyah jadi bangga dalam hati, karena disebutkan begini: infak satu juta rupiah dari Suar, kakaknya si Narti yang merantau ke Jakarta!”*

d. Mutual help among others of the same home village

In the short story (Cerpen) Diri Juga Ingin Pulang written by Zalfeni Wimra telling the figure of Diri, a friend of Awis, who has helped and always asked Awis for savings, is now asking Awis for giving him a job.


In the short story of Inyiak Agus written by Abdulkadir Linin telling that Inyiak Agus, an old man is as Garin Surau (a man in charge of taking care of surau). In the past when he was living in perantauan (other people home area), he has provided much assistance to the young perantau- perantau from Minangkabau, among of them, there is Datuk Engku.


*Diri’s attitude was giving much help to Awis when moved to Pekanbaru, at the mean time Inyiak Agus rendering great service to the people who came to his settled urban area is a local wisdom of Minangkabau people which had been previously established among each other during living in the other people home town.*

e. Taking a moral lesson from the events experienced by other people

Local wisdom is reflected that taking moral lessons from the experience of others are found in the short story (Cerpen) of Abdul Kadir Linin that tells a husband whose name is Masri failed making an affair with Farni after getting information on a male teacher is caught red handed due to having an affair with a female teacher, and thereafter they have been thrown out from the village. This is consistent with the beliefs of the Minangkabau people “mengambil contoh pada yang sudah, mengambil tuah pada yang menang " (taking an experience which has already occurred, picking up a good luck for the truth").

f. Environmental preservation sacred

In short story (cerpen) of Kaki yang Terhormat written by Gus TF Sakai is reflected that Harun who has been wealthy in the town, going to everywhere by helicopter is finally returning home with a big plan for construction of a cement factory, on the contrary he ignores environmental preservation which is being sacred so far.

Meskipun sudah banyak orang-orang suruhan Harun datang dan sudah bekerja memperlebar dan mengaspal jalan ke bukit kaki, Harun belum juga pulang ke kampungnya. Pihak keluarga mulai gelisah dan bertanya-tanya kenapa Harun belum juga pulang. Sampai akhirnya sebuah berita besar menghantam, Harun terlibat kasus korupsi....


Considering a hill sacred is a local wisdom found in a society in the frame of taking care of the nature preservation, due to Harun’s attitude being to clear-cutting a foot hill, this is as the form of refusing a wisdom of the certain society group. The picture of disaster happened to Harun is moral lesson which should be accepted, believed, and appreciated by the community.

3. Local Wisdom Based on Customs and Traditions Ceremony (Upacara Adat)

a. Customs and traditions ceremony is forum to train diplomatic skills

Local wisdom is reflected in short story (cerpen) of Minangkabau author, Uang Jemputan written by Farizal Sikumbang, seeing the ceremony that is the customs and traditions ceremony as a forum to train diplomatic skills.

"Setelah sepakat akan menikah, keluarga aku dan Faraswati mengadakan pertemuan dalam rangka merundingkan pernikahan mereka. pertemuan ini dalam rangka proses negosiasi membahas berbagai hal yang berkaitan dengan pernikahan antara kedua anak mereka. Menurut adat Minangkabau proses pernikahan harus dilakukan dengan mengikuti ketentuan adat, diantaranya proses pinang-meminang. yang berbeda-beda...."

In the process of peminangan (making a proposal of marriage pre-negotiation) to use pasambahan which is a test event expertise in using words full of allusions, sayings, and proverbs to express their opinions in the negotiations, all at once used to train the sharpness of intuition and interpretation capabilities, which for the Minangkabau people as part of the height of the intelligence. The expertise of expression in the negotiations through pasambahan is the local wisdom of Minangkabau. That is the reason, many Minangkabau leaders during Indonesian’s independence movement tend to appear as negotiators with the Netherlands or other parties due to their trained diplomatic communication skills and negotiation in community.

b. Customs and traditions ceremony fosters principles of mutual cooperation

Customs and tradition ceremony also fosters attitudes of mutual cooperation is reflected in the short story (cerpen) of Dendang Membara Pirin Bana written by Raudal Tanjung Banua.

It is also found in short story (cerpen) of Baralek Gadang written by Indrian Koto applying the proverb of kaba baik bahimbauan, kaba buruk bahamburan bahimbuan. If any good news will be informed to other people in order they come to help as well as for hospitality of friendship.

Masyarakat kampung Lansano datang membantu, ada yang membantu mengaduk nasi lamak pulut hitam, menghiasi kamar pengantin, memasang kelambu, mengatur kasur, dan sprei. Ibu-ibu sibuk mengaduk gulai, memeras santan, menata piring, mencincang cubadak, mencabik daging, membuang sisik ikan, memasak nasi dan air. Malam itu perkampungan kecil yang bernama Lansano itu akan ramai oleh kesibukan-kesibukan kecil, mengingat kedua mempelai berasal dari desa yang sama. Sehingga anak muda di kampung sibuk siang dan malam membantu pembikinan panggung dan perlengkapan-perlengkapan kecil di rumah kedua mempelai.

The two short stories above reflect the typical nature of Minangkabau society on joint ownership (communal bezit). Each individual becomes the common property of the group, on the contrary, each group of suku (tribe) becomes the property of all individuals who are members of the group. A sense of belonging is a source of local wisdom in solidarity (solidaritas), togetherness and a sense of mutual help. The concept of living together contained in principle of Sapikua Sajinjiang which means mutual assistance as well as mutual help. This principle is the same as the proverb “berat sama dipikul ringan sama dijinjing” which means mutual cooperation.

4. Local Wisdom is Based on Principles, Norms, and Regulations which are Actuated in Social System

a. Making the effort to be the person who always works hard

In the short story (cerpen) of Inyiak Agus written by Abdul Kadir Linin telling about the local wisdom based on principles, norms, and rules and regulations which are actuated into a social system that is making effort to be the one who always works. Due to the monetary crisis being having impact on the country, there are a lot of unemployment occurred. However, Inyiak Agus further states that we must be people who keep working in line with the principles of life of Minangkabau society Kok dduuak marawiek ranjau, tagak maninjau jarak. Nak kayo kuek mancari, nak pandai kuek baraja.

“Ya. Kalau kita bekerja tetap, terus kehilangan kerja, ya memang susah, he he.... Tapi, kalau tidak bisa jadi orang bekerja tetap cobalah jadi orang tetap bekerja, he he he ....” Aku tercengang dan mulai merasa: Inyiak Agus tidaklah sesederhana yang kuduga.

b. Life shall not be proud of oneself

In going through period of life, the figure in the short story (cerpen) of Pakiah of Pariangan written by Gus TF Sakai, being asked not to be proud of oneself. Inyiak Pakiah Babanso is a martial arts warrior without competition, no one wants to look for trouble with him. He masters Silek tuo and sitaralak, there are two highly efficient silat associations. There is no a lot of movement, but is deadly opponent. He is also undefeated in gelek kobek (tie), tangkok (catching), and kunci (locking joints and hinges) which are the basic capabilities for reflex movements in silat. However, Inyiak is never proud of himself.

c. Utilization of environment for the benefit of life

In the short story of *Peti Ayah dan Tiga Puluh Tahun Setelah itu*, telling the land utilization for cultivation. A desire of father for cultivation is the form of the local wisdom in preparation for the future time because *pisang batu* (one kind of banana) is a food source that could be used for temporarily substitution of the main food such as rice. Principle of utilization by Minangkabau people is quite high, all lands are utilized in line with the form, location and type, referring to the proverb:

“Nan lurah tanami bambu, nan lereang tanami tabu, nan padek ka parumahan, nan gurun buek ka parak, nan bancah dibuek sawah, nan munggu ka pakuburan, nan gauang ka tabek ikan, nan padang ka patimpauan, nan lambah kubangan kabau, nan rawang payo ka paranangan itiak”.

d. Somebody’s disgrace is disgrace of all together in suku (tribes)

The short story of *Orang-orang Larenjang* written by Damhuri Muhammad Larenjang reflecting the local wisdom of disgrace can be undivided, someone’s disgrace means disgrace of all together in the tribe. Julfahri who insists on marrying Nurhusni is to bring a disgrace on the village people of Larenjang for violating custom restrictions, namely the prohibition of getting married with the same tribe. Their actions are not only embarrassing themselves, but also effecting to the Bendara Gemuk as a tribal leader of which he is eventually excommunicated from the association among the tribes. It is therefore he must bear social sanctions.


e. Woman being honored as for continuation of descendant and being heir to inherited wealth

Matrilineal system adopted by the Minangkabau society is a form of concern to the woman by giving her privileges, so that the longhouse belonging to woman. Local wisdom is intended to safeguard the security and prosperity of the country of which one of the roles of the woman is taking care of her children as well as her brother. According to the tradition of Minangkabau, one of both husband and wife will experience *kok elok tempat beraur, kok buruk tempat bercerai*. It means if both the husband and wife are in harmonies with each other, certainly they will continue to live with, but if any dispute arose, they would be divorced (separated) in life (still any chance of getting married again) and separated because of the death (passing away).

In the short story *Peti Ayah Dan Tiga Puluh Tahun Setelah Itu* written by Farizal Sikumbang telling the figure of Aku (I) greatly regret the death of his sister because in accordance with the custom and tradition of Minangkabau, the sister as a heir to the inherited wealth is not only taking care of her children as for the continuation of descent, but also keeping her brother whenever he is being left by his wife and his children. The man in Minangkabau like “*aba di ateh tunggua*” (ash on the furnace) can come out of his wife’s house with one reason or another.

Furthermore, in the short story (cerpen) of Rumah Untuk Kemenakan written by Iyut Fitra stating as far as any of the children and grandchildren of the Minangkabau people go wandering, as long as they still have the inherited wealth (high), they and their descendants will still have a hometown as well as they are still proud of the Minangkabau.

“Rumah tersebut memang milik ibumu. Ibumu yang membangunnya dulu. Tapi rumah itu didirikan di atas tanah pusaka, tanah milik kaum kita. Dan satu hal lagi yang perlu kamu ketahui, kemenakanmu banyak yang perempuan. Mereka lebih punya hak untuk menempati rumah itu. Ini sudah kewajiban Mamak untuk mengatakannya....

Berdasarkan kearifan lokal Minangkabau tersebut, wanita sebagai seorang Bundo Kanduang dituntut untuk menjadi seorang yang taat beragama, cerdas, berbudi pekerti, bijaksana, dan sifat-sifat terpuji lainnya. Based on the local wisdom of Minangkabau, the woman as the Bundo Kanduang (respectful term for honored mother) being claimed to be a devout, intelligent, well-mannered, thoughtful, and other excellent properties. Therefore, women should understand the phrase “tahu di mudharat jo manfaat, mangana labo jo rugi, mangatahui sumbang jo salah, tahu di unak kamanyangkuik, tahu di rantiang ka mancucuak, ingek di dahan ka mahimpok, tahu di angin nan basiruik, arih di ombak nan basabuang, tahu di alamat kato sampai”. The phrase reminds woman in Minangkabau in order to always remember that she as the Bundo Kanduang (owner of tribe) should be a full model to maintain the wisdom as well as the good name of either the family or tribe.

Inherited wealth bequeathed to woman, if it is to be mortgaged, should be discussed with the mother’s brother.

In Minangkabau, harta pusaka tinggi (high inherited wealth) mortgaged by the ancestor to her daughter and intended for the benefit of her people. Besides, it is also known as harta suarang (low/not inherited wealth), it means that the whole property (common property) jointly acquired by husband and wife during their marriage, can be mortgaged by the husband to his wife and children. According to the Minangkabau traditions, women in the high heritage is merely mastering and maintaining the heritage because it can be functioned if it has met the requirements specified by the custom and tradition. It is the reason a man related by the marriage is not entitled to sell his wife’s inheritance. Customary rules require that if woman sells inheritance shall be either under permission or approval of mother’s brother (mamak). This is a form of local wisdom of the Minangkabau tradition in the frame of authority delegation to the brother in order to control his sister.

The situation mentioned above is reflected in the short story (cerpen) of Semenda written by Joni Syahputra. Johan gets angry with his sister for selling two pieces of land of rice field mortgaged by their parents, is used for buying a new motor cycle for his brother in law without under discussion with him previously.


5. Local wisdom Based on Tradition or Daily Behavior within Social Intercourse

a. Life is necessary for socialization (Keep in Social Life)

Local wisdom is reflected in the short story (cerpen) of Lontong Tek Sidar written by Indrian Koto is the habit of the community socialized to keep communication each other in Lapau (small coffee shop), while drinking coffee and also talking about rice and un-irrigated agricultural fields. This kind of such interaction is the form of the local wisdom based on habit or daily behavior, so that the Minangkabau society known as the humane society, maintaining good relations, and being part of
social community. It is undeniable that the culture of maota (chatting) in lepau (small coffee shop), other than to foster social interaction and cultural activity is often an effective means to train the Minangkabau people for skillful talk, negotiation, argumentation, debate, and delivery of speech. Indirectly, this tradition is proved to create many figures of businessman, the press, thinker, humanist, and great politician originally from Minangkabau at the levels of national and international.

Malam, warung diisi orang tua kami. Semula hanya ngopi dan berbagi kisah seputar sawah ladang, tentang tebat yang tak berair, bukit yang terpanggang, kemarau yang tahun ini agak panjang atau tentang padi yang dihinggapi wereng, sawah di Taratak yang tak berair, laut yang tak menjanjikan sampai baju Lebaran untuk anak istri. Semua tumpah jadi satu, mulai dari rantau tempat banyak orang menggantungkan harapan sampai peruntungan dan perasatan.

b. Familiarize children with traditional food

In the short story (cerpen) Jendela Tua written by Iyut Fitra telling that an old mother is awaiting the return of her daughter and son in law from Rantau (other people home town) by preparing their favorite foods. What the mother does is the local wisdom of the Bundu Kanduang (respectful term for mother) showing how the importance is to familiarize the children with traditional food as an expression of their love for their customs and culture.


c. Ramadhan (fasting month) and Lebaran (a day of celebration at end of fasting month) as strengthening relationship.

In the short story (cerpen) of Kue Ramadan, Kue Lebaran, Kue-Kue dalam Kaleng, written by Raudal Tanjung Banua being depicted when Lebaran comes, the cupcakes are as creating relationship atmosphere. Bring the big cupcakes to the home of relatives by using rantang (set of stacked containers for bringing food/meals etc), at the time of returning home, the rantang has been filled with the money by the relatives which can be used by the children for shopping anything in the atmosphere of Lebaran. However, this kind of atmosphere is just a shadow of the past. when Kudal was still a child, he no longer found this kind of tradition. Even the people in the village no longer make the cupcakes for Lebaran because it has been replaced with canned cakes bought in the market. Moreover, bring the cupcakes to the home of relatives is not done anymore. This short story (Cerpen) showing the local wisdom in strengthening relationship is no longer respected by the young generation in Minangkabau.


D. CONCLUSION

Based on the study and the analysis, it is concluded that the local wisdom contents found in the modern short stories (cerpen- cerpen) written by the Minangkabau’s authors are as follows. First, reflecting the local wisdom seen from philosophy of life is bravery appeared because of the truth and enemies will never be challenged, yet they will not be avoided when they come. Second, reflecting the local wisdom seen from the attitudes of social life, giving advice and moral lesson that is taking the examples of the events experienced by other people, life shall be the mutual help, economized and savings, providing assistance for construction of the public facilities, mutual help among others of the
same village as well as environmental preservation being sacred. Third, reflecting the local wisdom seen from customs and traditions ceremony, it is the forum for local people to train their diplomatic skill and to foster principles of the mutual cooperation. Fourth, reflecting the local wisdom seen from principles, norms, and regulations which are actuated in social system; i.e. making the effort to be the person who always works hard, life shall not be proud of oneself, utilization of the environment for the benefit of life, somebody’s disgrace is disgrace of all together in Suku (tribes). woman shall be honored as for continuation of descendant and as the heir to inherited wealth, and the inherited wealth bequeathed to woman, whenever it is to be mortgaged, should be discussed in advance with the mother’s brother (mamak). Fifth, reflecting the local wisdom seen from tradition, daily basis social attitude within the social interaction namely; ways of living in the community, familiarize children with traditional food, convey something by expression of prohibition, as well as Ramadhan and lebaran for strengthening relationship.
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